A Practical Guide to Rock Microstructure

Ron H. Vernon

The shapes and arrangements of crystals at a microscopic level constitute a rock's 'microstructure'. This book looks at common rocks (igneous, sedimentary, metamorphic) and discusses ore minerals (sulphides and oxides) where appropriate. Essential reading for undergraduate and graduate students of petrology and structural geology, also for students of materials science.
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Stereographic Projection Techniques for Geologists and Civil Engineers

Second edition
Richard J. Lisle, Cardiff University
and Peter R. Leyshon

The stereographic projection is an essential tool in the fields of structural geology and geotechnics, which allows three-dimensional orientation data to be represented and manipulated. This book has been designed to make the subject as accessible as possible. It gives a straightforward and simple introduction to the subject and, by means of examples, illustrations and exercises, encourages the student to visualise the problems in three dimensions. Students of all levels will be able to work through the book and come away with a clear understanding of how to apply these vital techniques. This new edition contains additional material on geotechnical applications, improved illustrations and links to useful web resources and software programs. It will provide students of geology, rock mechanics, geotechnical and civil engineering with an indispensable guide to the analysis and interpretation of field orientation data.
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From the reviews of the previous edition:
‘This is the book that all teachers of stereographic projections have been waiting for! It contains 115 pages of well-presented, clearly explained, generally well-illustrated text – in short it is user-friendly.’
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